
Data At RiskElizabeth GriÆnHerzberg Institute of Astrophysis5071 West Saanih Road, Vitoria, BC, V9E 2E7, CanadaElizabeth.GriÆn�nr.g.aABSTRACTImportant sienti� researh depends upon our ability to reover and re-use observations madeyears, deades, perhaps enturies, ago. Many \histori" data an be ritial for studies of long-term trends, while some siene an only be done if those observations, mostly of whih pre-datethe digital era, are aessible. Present-day arhiving proedures are only now looking seriouslyat the reovery of relatively reent data, almost all of them \born digital". The orret reoveryof sienti� information from pre-digital ones presents a totally di�erent set of hallenges.For those pre-digital measurements, the design of an information resue depends on the kindsof data, their loation, ondition and potential, and { of ourse { on available resoures. Fewsienes have a ommendable reord in pre-digital data reovery, although some individualground-breaking e�orts set a good preedent. Data whih are onsidered \at risk" in thisontext are mostly \hard opy", and inlude photographi observations, hand-written hartsand reords, magneti tapes with no meta-data or format information, maps and speimensfor whih the onept of \information" is not easily quanti�able. Reliane on hard opies ismisplaed: in ontrast to eletroni data they are unique, perishable, and annot be entirelyreprodued.We disuss the urgent need to seek out, protet and ultimately aess the information in \dataat risk". Solutions are as varied as the data; even the blanket answer, \to digitize", has quitedi�erent interpretations, depending on the type of data. We desribe the start being made onthe problem by a foussed Codata Task Group. We also outline solutions both urrent and indesign for astronomial (photographi) data, and mention projets in a few �elds not overedby other ontributors to this session.BACKGROUNDMuh important and topial sienti� researh needs to inorporate observations made years,deades, perhaps enturies, ago. Studies of signi�antly long-term trends an only be arriedout if those observations are aessible eletronially, plaing new emphases upon our abilityto reover and re-use histori data regardless of their urrent forms and formats. The full andorret reovery of sienti� information from observations whih pre-date the digital era (andwhih are mostly the ones we loosely desribe as \data at risk") present unique hallenges;many sienti� �elds have not yet addressed at all, or not at all thoroughly, that aspet oftheir valuable legaies, although some individual ground-breaking e�orts have set importantpreedents.The tasks involved in rendering pre-digital data fully aessible in eletroni form are fraughtwith unknowns and diÆult deisions, and the work required an be thankless, sometimesunglamourous, often tedious and always varied, whether it involves deiphering hieroglyphison deaying paper, keying-in hand-written information from inadequately ompleted log-books,or reonstruting proedures whose designers have passed beyond and taken their blueprintswith them. It also requires a relatively small but non-zero amount of resoures. The resoureswill surely beome available eventually when the sienti� needs shout loudly enough, but we



are not yet even half-ready to answer the alls beause present-day arhiving proedures areonly looking seriously at the reovery and preservation of reent data, the \born digital" ones.WHICH DATA ARE PARTICULARLY AT RISK?The \data at risk" as de�ned in this ontext are sienti� observations whih are not in aformat that permits full eletroni aess to the information whih they ontain. An \obser-vation" is a reord desribing an objet or event; it might be a diret image (e.g. of the sky)whih also ontains photometri and positional information, an image of a spetrum from anobjet, an atual 3D objet (e.g. plant or seed), or some desription { numerial, graphial ordesriptive { of a measurement of an event or sighting (e.g. rainfall amount, temperature ofwater, perentage of loud-over, bird migration { we an all add other examples). Most ofthose observations pre-date what we all the digital era. They may be inherently non-digitalobservations (e.g. handwritten; photographi �lm or plate), or on near-obsolete digital media(suh as magneti tapes), or insuÆiently desribed (laking meta-data). For others, e.g. plantspeimens, the onept of information in eletroni form is meaningless exept by imaging theoriginals, though their meta-data are absolutely essential. Some born-digital data an also beonsidered \at risk" if they annot be ingested into managed databases beause they lak ade-quate formatting or metadata. The risk ommon to them all is that data whih are popularlyregarded as unuseable tend to be regarded as useless, and may therefore be destroyed.THE SCIENTIFIC CASEThe phrase \long-term trends" has rept into most of the natural sienes, but the impliedtime-sales vary enormously with disipline, from the �ons onneting geologial events to thehanges of a few days in the evolution of a reurrently explosive star. While there is no questionas to the sienti� value that an be derived from a detailed study of a single objet or event, thesiene beomes substantially more rih if we an study more than one image of the same objetor event separated by a signi�ant time-interval; the di�erenes an teah as least as muh, andusually a good deal more, than the study of a single event. However, the sope of suh studieswill inevitably be ditated by what observations are available. Modern astronomy, for instane,has well-managed arhives of reent eletroni observations, but few extend bakwards in timefor more than about 15 years. Astronomers are therefore able to develop a keen measure ofphenomena that our and re-our within the span of a few months to a few years, but ofthe phenomena whih happen on time-sales that exeed the span of their born-digital dataarhives they unfortunately know relatively little, and their siene is onsequently biassed.Long-term trends are both signi�ant and topial in natural phenomena like bio-system evo-lution, limate hanges and environmental hanges, whose time-sales may be ommensuratewith a human's life-span and an therefore only be studied through arhived data of appropriateage. Few of those sienes (botany may be a noble exeption) were making organized disipline-spei� observations a entury ago, so opportunities for trans-disiplinary appliations of thedata suddenly beome important, making even more imperative the need to transform historiones into eletroni forms. However, when those transforms an be arried out orretly, thesienti� gains are signi�ant. The following represent just a small seletion of suess stories indi�erent sienes, and were hosen beause of the broad appliations of information that weremade possible through dediated e�orts in a few partiular areas.Ozone in the Earth's atmosphere: A good example of trans-disiplinary appliation of data wasdemonstrated by studies of the Earth's ozone layer [1,2℄ as determined from histori spetra{ not of the Earth's atmosphere, but of stars whose light unavoidably passes through that



atmosphere and thus arries ertain signatures of it. Astronomy's histori stellar spetra arepresently only available in photographi formats and require speialist proessing in order toyield eletroni versions for modelling purposes, but they onstitute an otherwise untappedsoure of observations whih pre-date most of the equipment that �rst targetted ozone mea-surements per se. The newly-digitized stellar spetra are of ourse also available for modernastronomial researh too.Medial statistis: The sienti� value of \lost" medial data was realised by the reent re-opening of a statistial study of heart disease and diet arried out 50 years ago and reorded onHollerith punh-ards. Though the results were sorned at the time, digitizing and re-analysingthose punh-ards has provided a goldmine of information for modern mediine [3℄.Water ow-rates from a modi�ed environment: Hand-written measurements of histori ow-rates in a stream desending from mountains near Cape Town (South Afria) were painstakinglytransribed into an eletroni database [4℄. The mountains had reently been lear-ut andreplanted with non-native trees, and referene to the old reords demonstrated that the watertake-up of the newly-planted speies was signi�antly greater than for native trees. A redutionin the supply to Cape Town's reservoirs was thereby explained; the eonomi pay-o� from suhknowledge dwarfed the salaries of the few who keyed in the ow-rates for analysis.History's measurements of the oean: The Global Oeanographi Data Arhaeology and Resue(GODAR) projet, inaugurated in 1993, has retrieved and digitized millions of histori, non-eletroni oeanographi data for use in researh. The newly derived pro�les of hlorophylland plankton ontent and oean temperatures that have resulted are proving vital in studiesof limate hange. The overall suess of the projet has ommanded new funding for futurephases.Keeping better tabs on the weather: For the last 10 years NOAA, through its through itsClimate Database Modernization Program (CDMP), has been improving limate and environ-mental information by inluding newly-digitized histori data alongside urrent ones. CDMPenompasses about 100 individual projets, and has seen through the proessing and digitizationof millions of reords. NOAA's Climati Data Center also performs researh in Paleolimatedata from natural soures suh as tree rings, ie ores, orals, and oean and lake sediments.Together, the on-line arhive of weather and limate information (the largest in the world) nowextends bak aross enturies, even thousands of enturies.Reovering \digital" data: The US National Arhives and Reords Administration (NARA)was tasked with the time-onsuming hallenge to reover the information about numeroussienti� programmes and missions from 9-trak magneti tapes. Data from over 800 tapeswere transferred to an eletroni database. Most ould be reovered with omplete suess,though in about 10% some data were lost through hardware faults that ould be attributed toageing in the magneti-tape media.Bird sightings, and the value of e-literay: Bird-spotters an nowadays enter their sightingsinto an \e-Bird" database. Ornithologists are using those observations to map bird migrationsand thene to fathom the auses for hange, in a way that is quite unpreedented. \CitizenSiene" may play a signi�ant rôle in the reovery of data from all areas of natural sienethat are presently in individual holdings in the private setor. If all those histori observationsof nature ould be brought online, orrelations with limate and environmental hange wouldbe on a muh �rmer footing than is presently the ase.



INFORMATION RESCUEInorporating those non-eletroni measurements into modern researh requires appropriate\information resue", probably at more than one level. The observations themselves, if on alimited-life physial medium suh as �lm, paper or tape, need serviing to retard, even if notprevent, natural ageing proesses; meta-data may need to be entered into a searhable atalogue,and the atual observations { whether handwritten numbers, maps, speimens or images suhas photographed spetra { must be treated orretly so as to opy their sienti� informationfaithfully into an eletroni form whih an then be managed like any other modern data-set.It is, of ourse, impossible to be spei�; a bunker the size of a onert hall ontaining asesof plant speimens an have just as muh sienti� potential as a box of unique photographispetra or a oppy disk ontaining unformatted binary haraters.The resues that need to be designed are type-spei�, appliation-spei�, disipline-spei�and probably loation-spei�, and often require expertise whih may only exist in ertainlaboratories or groups and may not be widely shared. There an be no \one size �ts all" designfor information resue beause the onept of \information" is not easily quanti�able, thoughsome of the individual hallenges may share ommonalities. Even the blanket solution, \todigitize", has a plethora of di�erent interpretations, implying a orrespondingly numerous setof tools and skills. The one feature whih they all share is the (possibly) desperate need toahieve a resue somehow, espeially when a reliable sienti� solution will only be reahedwhen those legay data are ingested eletronially into a sienti� model.ASTRONOMY'S LEGACY IN THE PIPE-LINEFor about a entury, up to the adoption of the CCD detetor in the 1980s, astronomial obser-vations were reorded on photographi plates. Beause the osmos is hanging, always slowlyand subtly, often periodially too and sometimes quite violently, eah new observation adds tothe history about an objet or a region of sky. The older observatories preserved their photo-graphi observations in a \plate store", and it was ommon for researhers to borrow plates,either from their own observatory or from some other one. The modern demands of digitalmethods and modelling mean that the photographi data annot be inluded, even when theyshould be for sienti� reasons; very few observatories have the neessary sanning equipmentthat an reprodue the grey-sales in the emulsions faithully enough, and fewer still have teh-niians who an upgrade and operate suh sanners. As a result, plate stores have losed, someolletions have been transferred elsewhere to release needed spae, and the whole legay hasdwindled into a no-man's land of unfrequented history.However, even those times are �nally hanging. Thanks to a few brave and suessful initia-tives, of whih the most ited has to be Dash[5℄ { the design and onstrution of a speialinstrument to digitize the world's largest olletion (some 650,000) of astronomial plates atHarvard College Observatory { the immense potential whih an be realised by reating a publidatabase of histori observations is at last gaining reognition, its sienti� rationale unques-tionable. A younger ounterpart at the Royal Observatory Brussels is also now in prodution(Pauwels & De Cuyper, poster paper), while at the Dominion Astrophysial Observatory inVitoria (Canada) the venerable but fully updated PDS sanner (the purpose-built instrumentfor digitizing astronomial plates, and one quite ommon observatory equipment) has beenpressed into servie to digitize and redue seletions of the heritage of 93,000 plates from theDAO 74-inh telesope (dating bak to 1918) and 16,500 plates from the 48-inh telesope(inaugurated in 1962). Some observatories, partiularly in eastern Europe, have been makingsans of their photographi images using at-bed sanners, though there are reservations about



the quality of the output for quantitative work.It only takes a few hane events to make suh projets mushroom { the unique opportunity tolearn what a star was like before it exploded as a supernova, or the re�nement of the orbit ofa Near-Earth Objet whih will not, after all, ollide with Earth; moreover, the expenditure ofhuman resoures is trivial ompared to what is lost in the noise in other projets. Astronomy'sobservations an be lassi�ed very neatly into \image" or \spetrum", so the methodology,one developed, an be loned elsewhere. However, a major bottlenek at present is knowingwhat the plate arhives ontain. Though observations were almost always reorded in oÆiallog-books, and ard-index atalogues were reated at least at the larger observatories, there areno eletroni versions of those log-books, so there is (at present) no way that a researher ansearh and deide what sans to request.THE Codata TASK GROUPIn order to design a omprehensive Information Resue e�ort we need to know at the outsetthe measure of the hallenge: roughly how many observations, what types, what age, wherethey are and how real are the threats of losing them for good. It is only when we know the truedimensions of the beast that we an design an eÆient pakage of solutions. To that end, in late2010 Codata set up a Task Group on Data At Risk (Dartg)1, its prime objetive being to makean Inventory of the observations whih are to be resued. Dartg presently has 16 members,many of whom are pratising sientists with experiene in data aquisition and management.The intake of data for the Inventory is presently limited to the sienti� disiplines whih theDartg members represent, but that is nevertheless quite broad: astronomy, spae siene,geology, limatology, meteorology, oeanography, biodiversity, geomatis and artography. TheInventory will beome the referene doument for Phase II, in whih the atual resue e�ortsare to be designed with a view to optimising eÆieny and e�etiveness.By working through the neessary steps to ahieve its objetive, Dartg will demonstratean approah, proess and praties for building an extensible Inventory of highly disparate,endangered sienti� observations from a multitude of soures, and will ontribute uniquelytowards e�eting the resue of their sienti� information ontent.SPREADING THE WORDIn its quest to aentuate the need to be protetive of the sienti� ontent of fragile data,Dartg is ompiling literature desribing new siene whih has emanated from analyses ofresued histori observations. Contributions on any topi to that bibliography are welome.\Data At Risk" is the theme of Session 7 at PV2011, and the TG hopes that by advertisingwhat it is attempting to do it may enlist the interest and support of the wider ommunity.Indeed, some aspets of its mission annot be ompleted unless that wider ommunity supportis tapped. The papers that follow, plus the poster papers, illustrate some of the points madeabove, by desribing the atual reovery of nearly-lost data and by disussing the basis of meta-data desriptors whih alone have the fundamental property of making a set of data intelligentto other researhers.REFERENCES[1℄ { GriÆn, R.E.M.: The detetion and measurement of telluri ozone from stellar spetra,1http://ils.un.edu/ janeg/dartg/
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